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The opening chapters of Genesis (Gen 1-3) are of crucial importance for both the origins of our world and also for the origin, beginnings, and determining relationships of man and woman. As such they set the stage for a biblical concept of man's interrelationships without which any understanding of the mutuality between man and woman is impaired and one-sided.

An investigation of the status of man and woman in Gen 1-3 is warranted and mandatory on account of both the new set of questions raised with regard to the status of women in the church and the contradictory assessment of the evidence in Gen 1-3. Some interpreters claim that "man assists passively in her [woman's] creation" and that since "woman [is] drawn forth from man [she] owes all her existence to him." ¹ Accordingly woman is said to exist in a state of inferiority in relation to man. Other interpreters infer from Gen 2 that woman is inferior and subordinate to man because of "the fact that she is the helper of man, and is named by him, . . . ."² Another view holds that whereas Gen 1 recognized the equality of man and woman, Gen 2 makes woman a second, subordinate, and inferior being.³ It is observed that Gen 1:26-28 "dignifies woman as an important factor in the creation, equal in power and glory with man," while Gen 2 "makes her a mere afterthought."⁴ On the other hand, there are those suggesting on the basis of Gen 1-3 that man and woman are created equal, that woman is not an after-
thought of creation and does not constitute a decline in God's creativity. To them woman as the last of all creation is its climax and culmination. Woman is the crown of creation.\textsuperscript{5} These contradictory views, all claiming to derive from the material in Gen 1-3, warrant a careful investigation of the evidence provided in the opening chapters of the Bible. This is all the more important because these chapters describe man's perfect state before sin and the farreaching changes introduced by sin, perpetuated since then, and grown to immense proportions.
I. MAN AND WOMAN IN GEN 1

The inspired record reveals that on the sixth day of the creation week, after everything else had been created,

God said, "Let us make man in our image, according to our likeness; and let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over the cattle and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth."
And God created man in His own image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them.

(Gen 1:26, 27, NASB)

This sublime account of the creation of man is a part of the summary narrative of creation (Gen 1:1-2:3) which is complemented with more specific details about man and his setting in the following chapter (Gen 2). It expresses in most compact form the essentials of the creation of man.

The first point to be made is that the Hebrew term for "man" in these two verses is not an equivalent for the name Adam. This is readily perceived on account of the fact that "man" (נָּחַ֣ם = נָּחַ֣ם) is a term which includes both "male and female" (1:27). As such נָּחַ֣ם (man) is a generic term for mankind.

Next, it is to be stressed that in Gen 1 man is created as both "male and female" (vs. 27). There is no distinction between the sexes in terms of superiority or subordination. Man has its existence as a total and complete creature uniquely as man and woman. The full meaning of נָּחַ֣ם is realized only when there is man and woman.

Man has been created to live in constant communion with each other. Though male is the first creature formed (Gen 2:7), which is already implied by the mention of the term "male" before "female" in Gen 1:27, and
put into the Edenic garden "to cultivate it and keep it" (Gen 2:15, NASB), a job identified with the male (Gen 3:17-19), he is not yet the perfect and complete creature for which God aims in the creation of mankind. God's own evaluation of the situation after the creation of the male was "It is not good for the man to be alone" (Gen 2:18). Only with the creation of woman does man exist in complete and harmonious partnership and communion. With the coming into existence of both man and woman, creation is complete—a fact stressed again in Gen 2.

In the definition of mankind as bisexual the Creator established complete equality between male and female. Gen 1 knows of no superiority of one sex over the other. Woman is not subordinated to man. She holds no inferior place nor is her role lower than that of the male. A number of points in Gen 1 stress that both male and female are created equal, that neither is superior nor inferior to the other in creation.

It is striking that both "male and female" are created in the image of God (Gen 1:26f.). The whole man in his bisexuality, which does not so much stress the nature of man as a being with a divinely given sex drive but rather his unity and mutual communion, is created in the image of God. There is no distinction in terms of superiority or inferiority. To the contrary, woman is also created in the image of God just as man. Both man and woman are thus set apart from the rest of creation as constituting a new and distinct order. They are equal in their distinct superiority to the rest of creation, because both share equally in the image of God.

The blessing of God is bestowed to both of "them" (דְּֽנֵי = דְּֽנֵי). The divine blessing comes to man (אדם) as man and woman. Both share the blessing jointly in equal manner. Both are equal in their status, since both are equal recipients of God's blessing (Gen 1:28). The "blessing"
The task of "subduing" (שֵׁבֶע = KBHK) the earth (Gen 1:28) and of "ruling" (NDZ = RDH) over the animal world (Gen 1:26, 28) is laid upon both man and woman. When God purposed to create man (adam), He already designed that both should exercise the "ruling" function (1:26). The verb נָדָע = RDH means in Joel 4:13 "to tread in the wine-press." In Nu 24:19 and Lev 26:17 it is used of "to rule over" and it is employed frequently of the ruling or governing activity of the king. It has been suggested that the basic meaning of rdh is "to tread (down)," but this is hardly the meaning here. It seems that man as "the crowning work of the Creator" maintains his royal position in his rulership over the animal kingdom. The exercise of rulership does not mean exploitation because this would mean to loose his divinely given position of lordship. Both man and woman have a share in this task on equal basis. Both are elevated to an equally noble status over creature and creation in their exercise of dominion over the created world. Man as male and female is God's sovereign emblem and representative on earth, summoned to maintain God's claim over the earth having received dominion over the world as a part of God's special domain of sovereignty.

In short, in Gen 1 man (adam) is created last as male and female and is thus truly the crown of creation. Both man and woman share their creation in "the image of God" which lifts them above all other creatures and places them together in a special relationship to God; both man and woman find their full meaning neither in male alone nor in female alone but in their mutual relationship and communion; both man and woman receive...
the divine blessing with the power to propagate and perpetuate the human species; both man and woman are given the task to "subdue" the earth and to "rule" over the animal kingdom, indicating their common position as vicegerents over God's creation. This heaping up of aspects in the creation, nature, and responsibilities of אָדָם ("man") indicates that both male and female were created by God as equals. Neither man nor woman was superior or inferior to the other; neither one was subordinated to the other. Man and woman were equals, each certainly with his own individuality.

II. MAN AND WOMAN IN GEN 2

The narrative of Gen 2:4-25 describes in more detail aspects of the carefully written and most compactly constructed creation story of Gen 1, complementing it on crucial points. In Gen 2:7 "the man" (הָאָדָם) is the first creature formed from the dust of the ground. God breathes into him (Adam) the "breath of life" (נִשְׁמַת-חַיִּים) and "man becomes a living being" (NASB).

"The man" was taken by God and settled in the garden of Eden in order to till and to tend it (Gen 2:15). It seems that this reference refers to the male, because the tilling and keeping of the garden is an activity identified with male (cf. Gen 3:17-19). Meaningful and complete existence can be experienced by man only in connection with work.

The divine instruction to "the man" (הָאָדָם) not to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil must have been given to both man and woman (Gen 2:16, 17), because woman refers to the divine instruction and the prohibition to eat from this one tree (Gen 3:2ff.). Since woman is included under the term הָאָדָם in 2:16 but the report of her creation is not
given until thereafter (2:18ff.), there is here a clear indication that Gen 2:4ff. is not a separate creation account as critical scholarship maintains. Gen 2:16, 17 obviously presupposes Gen 1:26, 27.

Woman is created after man had been engaged in the naming of the animals (Gen 2:20). A farreaching observation grew out of this experience: "There was no helper suitable for him" (vs. 20, NASB). Then comes God's pronunciation, "It is not good for the man to be alone; I will make a helper suitable for him," (2:18, NASB).

It is mandatory to investigate the meaning of the term נָשִׂי (ם) rendered as "help meet" (KJV), "helper" (RSV, NJV, NASB), "partner" (NEB, NAB) and "aid" (Speiser, Anchor Bible) as well as the idea of "fit for him" (RSV) or "suitable for him" (NAB, NASB). This investigation should clear up the matter as to whether or not these thoughts stress equality or inferiority.

The expression נָשִׂי (ם) ("helper") has many different usages in the Old Testament. It is distinguished from the feminine noun נָשָׂה (ם) which means "help, support." The usage of the masculine noun נָשִׂי shows that the writer of Gen 2:18 choose a more neutral term avoiding the idea of making woman a mere "help" or "support" for man. The translation "aid" does not fit the meaning of the original term. The traditional translation "help meet" (KJV) is made up of two English words. The term "meet" is an archaism, meaning "adapted" or "suitable," and has little to do with the term "helpmeet" which is a ghost word where "help meet for him" has been mistakenly read as a single word. To speak, therefore, of woman as a "helpmeet" in the sense that she is a mate aiding her husband in his work "is an error implying strange ignorance of the English language."
The noun  מְצֵר ("helper") is employed primarily for God\(^3\) which indicates that it does not imply inferiority or of necessity lower status.

The Lord (Yahweh) is the "helper" for Israel. As "helper" God creates and saves\(^3\) which shows that this term designates a beneficial relationship. It can be a personal name for a male.\(^3\) In Isa 30:5 the whole people is designated as "helper." In Hos 13:9 the question is raised as to who will be Israel's "helper" when destruction comes to her. In all OT instances the term "helper" is employed in contexts which refer to a beneficial relationship. The term itself does not specify positions within relationships nor does it by itself imply inferiority. Since the term pertains to God, people, and animals (Gen 2:20) position must be determined from the context or additional content. This additional content is provided in Gen 2:18 with the word  נָּגֵד (k\(\text{negd}\)) which means literally "like his counterpart."\(^3\)

The idea is that woman is a helper "corresponding to him" or "alongside him."\(^3\) Inasmuch as woman is made a helper alongside and corresponding to man, she is his suitable counterpart and fitting companion.\(^3\) Thus in Gen 2:18, 20 the kind of relationship which is entailed is one of equality, because the word נָּגֵד ("counterpart") which joins  מְצֵר ("helper") indicates that woman is a suitable helper fit for man. We must keep in mind that the animals are also helpers, but they fail to fit man (\(\text{y\(\text{agm}\)}\)). They are formed (y\(\text{äsar}\)) from the ground (\(\text{y\(\text{agm\(\text{m}\)}\)}\)) as Gen 2:19 indicates. Yet their similarity in the way they are made and out of the stuff they are made is not equality. Adam names the animals and thereby exercises power over them, but no suitable, helping counterpart is found among them for him (2:20). And thus the report moves to the creation of woman. In short, animals are helpers inferior to man. Woman is the suitable partner alongside and corresponding to man, his equal companion.\(^4\)
The account of the creation of the woman (Gen 2:21, 22) concludes the story of the creation of man. In the creation of female God Himself is the only one active just as in the creation of male. For the last creation, its climax, "the Lord God caused a deep sleep (תָּרָדָם = tardāmn) to fall upon the man" (2:21, NASB). Aside from the description of the actual processes of the creation of woman, this sentence emphasizes unequivocally that man himself had no part whatever in the creation of woman. He neither participates nor looks on at her creation. He is likewise not consulted. Woman owes her origin as solely to God as does man. No distinction between man and woman is implied. Woman is equal to man as regards the one who created her. She comes forth from the fashioning hand of God as does man.

An additional parallel of equality comes to expression in the creation of man and woman from raw material. Neither man nor woman is spoken into existence. Man is made from dust (2:7); woman is made from a rib (2:21). The "rib" (נַחֲלָה = qēlah) is evidently taken from Adam not to explain something on man but has reference to the nature of man in relationship to each other. "The woman was created, not of dust of the earth, but from a rib of Adam because she was formed for an inseparable unity and fellowship of life with the man, . . ." The creation of woman from the rib of man in no way refers to a position of subordination on her part. To the contrary, it stresses woman's status as equal with man, superior with man to the animals and inferior with him to God. To call woman "Adam's rib" is to misread the text which explicitly states that the extracted rib was but the raw material which God built (bnh) into woman.

After the creation of woman God takes her to the man who acknowledges her equality and jubilantly cries out in the poem of 2:23:
This at last is bone of my bones, and flesh of my flesh; This one shall be called woman (ʾiššah), for this one has been taken out of man (ʾiš).

The first two lines ("bone of my bones, flesh of my flesh") express joyously that finally a fitting companion and suitable partner, the "counterpart corresponding to him" (2:18, 20) is brought. Man himself stresses that his partner is of the same stuff as he is.51

The last two lines introduce for the first time the terms "man" as male (ʾiš) and "woman" as female (ʾiššah). This change of terminology indicates that man as male exists only in relationship with woman as female. Woman exists in correlation to man and vice versa. With the creation of woman (ʾiššah) occurs the first specific term for man as male (ʾiš).52 The linguistic pun of ʾiš ("man") and ʾiššah ("woman") in 2:23b proclaims both equality and differentiation in terms of male and female. The Genesis creation account carefully avoids any hint at inferiority or superiority. Equality between man and woman is both maintained and emphasized.

Some interpreters suggest that the phrase "this one shall be called woman" (2:23b) refers to the naming of female by male,53 that thereby man has power and authority over her and that she is subordinated to man.54 Two considerations from a careful study of the respective passages indicate that the text does not support this inference. (1) The typical biblical formula for naming involves the verb "to call" (qara) plus the explicit object name. This is evident from the first naming in the Bible and is carried on consistently in Genesis. "And whatever the man called [qara] a living creature, that was its name [šēm]. And the man gave [qara] names [šēm] to all cattle; and to the birds of the sky, and to every beast of the field" (2:19b, 20a). In giving the animals names, first man establishes his divinely given authority and dominion as God's representative.
over them (Gen 1:28) but comes to recognize that there is no suitable counter- part for him. We must keep in mind that in the OT the conferring of a name is an act of power and an assertion of ownership or some other form of control just as the giving of a new name indicates a change of state or condition, the beginning of a new existence.\(^{55}\) In Gen 4:17 Cain "built a city and called [qārā'] the name [šēm] of the city Enoch, after the name [šēm] of his son." In 4:25 another son is born to Adam who "called [qārā'] his name [šēm] Seth." To Seth also a son was born "and he called [qārā'] his name [šēm] Enoch."\(^{56}\) These examples demonstrate that the clause "this one shall be called woman" (2:23) does not constitute the naming of Adam's partner. This sentence has the verb "call" (qarg I ) but lacks the essential word "name" (šēm).\(^{57}\) \(^{2}\) This conclusion finds its support in the fact that the word "woman" (ʾāḏāh) is not a name or proper noun.\(^{58}\) It designates the female counterpart to man with the recognition of sexuality. This recognition does not constitute an act of naming on the part of man to assert power and to assume superiority over woman.\(^{59}\) Man and woman are equal sexes with neither one having power and authority over the other.\(^{60}\) The conception that both man and woman "become one flesh" (2:24) strengthens further the notion of the oneness and equality of both companions. We have observed so far that Gen 1-2 emphasizes in a multitude of ways the equality of man and woman, that these chapters militate against the notions of superiority or inferiority on the part of either man or woman. There remains for us to turn to the suggestion that the creation of man before woman implies a divinely ordained subordination of woman. It is claimed that the order of sequence, man created first and woman second, establishes "the priority and superiority of the man . . . as an ord- inance of divine creation."\(^{61}\) If this supposition were correct, it would
contradict the constant emphasis on equality. It may be assumed that the inspired writer in writing the reports of the creation of man and woman wrote in such a way that the respective aspects of the total story would not contradict each other. Indeed the order of sequence of the creation of man and woman does not imply man's superiority or woman's inferiority. It serves a different function.

In Hebrew literature the central concerns of a unit come often at the beginning and at the end of the unit as an inclusio device. The complementary narrative of creation of Gen 2:4-24 evinces this structure. The creation of man first and of woman last constitutes a "ring composition" where the first and the last (second) correspond to each other in importance. In terms of the thinking of the biblical writer this does not mean that the first is more important or superior and the second is less important and inferior. To the contrary, the existence of the creature created first is incomplete without the creation of the creature created last as the divine declaration emphasized: "It is not good for man to be alone" (2:18). Thus as the Gen 2 narrative of creation moves to its end it moves to its climax and not its decline in the creation of woman. With the coming into existence of woman, creation has reached its completion and culmination. Her creation is not an afterthought. Her creation is reported last not because the sequence and order of creation implies a status of woman secondary to man but because with the literary device of the ring composition the inspired writer attempted to indicate that man and woman are parallel and equal in position. This is supported as we have seen by (1) the content and context of the narrative of the creation of woman in Gen 2 and (2) the content and context of Gen 1 where 'ādām as male and female is truly the crown of all creation.
It may be parenthetically inserted that the remarkable importance of woman in the biblical reports of creation is all the more extraordinary when one realizes that the biblical account of the creation of woman as such has no parallel in ancient Near Eastern literature. It indicates the high position of woman in the OT and in biblical religion in contrast to woman's low status in the ancient Near East in general.

III. MAN AND WOMAN IN GEN 3

The remarkable position of woman as an equal of man as a divine ordinance of creation (Gen 1-2) is not maintained much longer after the entry of sin. The consequences of sin are enormous even for the harmonious relationship and delicate equality between man and woman.

It is not necessary to rehearse the story of the serpent's (Satan's) approach to the woman, their dialogue, and the woman's eating of the forbidden fruit (3:1-6a). In contemplating the tree in the middle of the garden, the woman recognizes the fruit as "good for food," namely it satisfies the physical drives. It is "a delight to the eyes," showing that the fruit is aesthetically and emotionally desirable. The tree "was desirable as a source of wisdom [haskîl]" (3:6) as the serpent had claimed (3:5). When the woman acts she is fully aware that she seeks not merely to satisfy divinely given drives but to attain a higher sphere of existence, approaching that of deity; to be "like God" (3:5). Under these impressions and aspirations she takes the fruit and eats. It is striking that the inspired writer shows in the way he writes of woman's fall that the initiative and the decision to eat are hers alone without consultation with her husband, without seeking his advice or permission. In separating from her husband, she was "in greater danger than if both were together."
After man had joined his wife in eating of the fruit, both man and woman are one in the new knowledge of their nakedness (3:7). They are one in their hiding from the Lord God (3:8) and in their fear of Him (3:10).

In the acts of disobedience man and woman have broken the harmonious relationship with their God. Nowhere is implied an inferior position of woman after sin. Both male and female experience the same loss of harmonious relationship with God and each other.

God addresses to man the first questions (3:9, 11). Finally Adam admits, "The woman whom Thou gavest to be with me, she gave me from the tree, and I ate" (3:12). Here is another indication of the broken harmony between male and female and man and God. Just as shame is a sign of the disturbance of interhuman relationships and fear a sign of the disorder in divine-human relationships, so the disruption of these relationships in different spheres of existence is reflected in man's defense after sin when he puts the blame on woman and, since she was given to him by the Creator, ultimately upon God. The woman, in turn, blamed the serpent and, as her husband, ultimately God (3:13).

We must now turn to the judgments of God which come in curses and punishments. The record is explicit in its emphasis that divine curses are pronounced over the serpent (3:14) and the ground (3:17); but the woman and the man are not cursed. They are judged!

The declaration spoken to woman is of special concern. It consists of (1) the multiplication of pain in pregnancy and childbirth (3:16a) and (2) that her husband shall "rule" over her (3:16b).

The judgment that there shall be an increase of "pain" ( النبي) during pregnancy and in childbirth can hardly serve as a sound theological argument against attempts to reduce discomfort and pain during pregnancy and
labor. Why? The same term (אָסָּבִּים) is employed for the "toil" (RV, RSV, NASB, NAB) or "labour" (NEB) imposed on Adam with regard to the travail in making his livelihood. As man's travail in making a livelihood are reduced by inventions and technology so woman's travail in pregnancy and childbirth can be reduced by modern inventions and technological advances!

What does the troublesome statement that your husband (יִמְלֹךְ) "shall rule over you" mean? At first sight one might be under the impression that as man's dominion and rulership over the animals is established, so woman's aspirations for a higher sphere of existence caused her to actually fall to an inferior position, equalling that of other creatures. But this means to misread the text. The inspired writer carefully distinguishes between man's (אָדָם) rule over the animals and husband's rule over his wife. The Hebrew text employs two different verbs which are rendered into English (and other modern languages) by the same word. Man's rulership over the animals is expressed with the verb כֹּל (1:26, 28), the meaning of which is discussed already and need not be repeated. Man's rulership over his wife is expressed with the verb מָמֵל (3:16). In over 100 usages of forms of the root מָמֵל in the OT, there is not a single example in which a form of מָמֵל expresses man's ruling over animals. Accordingly, by the choice of this word to express that man shall "rule" over woman the inspired writer excluded the idea of woman being reduced through sin to a position equal to animals. The verb מָמֵל is employed a number of times with Yahweh as the subject. When used of man, it is employed of man's rulership over creation (Ps 8:7), his brothers and sisters (Gen 37:8), slaves (Ex 21:8), nations (Dt 15:6) or nations ruling another nation (Joel 2:17). Man can also "rule over" or "be in charge of" someone's possessions (Gen 24:2; Ps 105:21). The verb can also refer to "self-control," namely the ruling of oneself (Gen 4:7; Ps 19:14; Prov 16:32). A common usage is "to rule" in the political sphere.
the verb māšal, being used of an activity of God, man, woman, nation, etc., has multiple nuances. It seems certain that it implies subordination. Again the context and additional content must define the nature of the subordination of woman to man.

It is a fact of nature that woman is not subordinated in intellectual, mental, emotional and other spheres of existence to man. A woman could take part in equal status with man in the public life of ancient Israel. Important women are known from the earliest to the latest period of Israel’s history. Miriam could serve as a counselor to government (Ex 2:4, 7-8; 15:20, 21) and is known as a prophetess (Ex 15:20). Deborah is an Israelite heroine and served as a "judge" on equal par with other judges (Jgd 4-5). Athaliah reigned as queen over Judah for six years (2 Ki 11). Huldah the prophetess was consulted by the king’s ministers (2 Ki 22:14). Isaiah’s wife was a "prophetess" (Isa 8:3). Both men and women could take the Nazirite vow and dedicate and separate themselves for God (Nu 6:2). The book of Esther tells how the nation was saved by a woman. As regards God’s choice of woman for spiritual and political leadership the OT provides hardly support for an inferior position of women to fulfill such tasks, though they do not appear as often as man. Women were employed by God to do a work for Him just as were men.⁷⁴

In returning to the question of the meaning of the statement that man shall "rule" (māšal) over woman, one needs to stress that this follows the statement that her "desire" (RV, RSV, NASB) or "urge" (NAB, NJV, NEBmg) shall be for her husband (3:16). This "urge" or "desire" can hardly be said to be "bordering upon disease"⁷⁵ and stress a craving more violent in woman for her husband than in man for his wife. Why? The same Hebrew term (tekādāh) is also used of man’s "desire" or "urge" for his beloved (Song
7:11). This seems to imply that woman's desire for her husband is just as natural and strong as is the male's desire for female. On this point the OT does not appear to make a distinction between man and woman. Both seem to share the same urge. No distinction between man and woman can be maintained on this point.

In any case, the inspired writer records that the divine declaration that man shall "rule" over woman is placed within the context of the man/woman relationship in marriage. This contextual setting of the ruling of man over woman in the divine speech must never be lost sight of. Note that the first part of the declaration, i.e. the multiplying of travail in pregnancy, is an experience that takes place in marriage. The second part, i.e. pain in childbirth, is likewise an experience which takes place within the sphere of marriage. The third part stresses the wife's "desire for your husband." Then, after this threefold reference to changes which are associated with the marriage institution comes the sentence, "He [your husband] shall rule over you" (3:16). The contextual setting of the marriage institution provides a crucial aid in answering the question of the meaning of the statement, "he shall rule over you." The ruling of man over woman is restricted to the sphere of marriage. Accordingly this divine declaration does not apply to all spheres of woman's life and activity. This sentence cannot be used to support male domination and supremacy in all spheres of life. It is reading into this statement what the context does deny. It is eisegesis and not exegesis.

Now the sensitive questions arise with regard to the meaning of the husband's ruling over his wife. Does this ruling mean male domination and supremacy in marriage? Does this imply that the female is to be reduced to a blindly obedient slave? Does this support man's reign as a despot? Does
this include the loss of the wife's individuality, the surrendering of her will to her husband, etc.? The Bible, neither the OT nor the NT, gives any indication to answer any of these questions in the affirmative. Sin disrupted also the harmony of husband and wife. That man should rule over his wife means that the union and harmony of marriage can be preserved only by submission on the part of the one to the other (PP 58). So man is the head of the woman as the Father is the head of Christ (1 Cor 11:3). As the Father and Christ are equal and yet God is the head of Christ, so husband and wife are equal (4T 36) but the husband is the head. He is the first among equals. The submission on the part of one to the other can hardly be thought of as destroying the essence of a harmonious relationship and yet one of the two rules and is head whereas the other is in submission. The headship of the husband, his rulership in the sphere of marriage is controlled by a love on the part of the husbands which is modelled on the love of Christ for his church, giving Himself up for her (Eph 5:25). A husband guided by the divine model will love his wife as his own body (Eph 5:28). These biblical concepts destroy any false understanding of the rulership function of the husband in marriage.

The usurpation of power and authority by man over woman contrary to the divine intention and God's will is already illustrated in Gen 3. It appears to result from an increase of sin which corrupted the pattern established by God after sin vitiated man's relationship with God and each other. The inspired record reports, "Now the man called his wife's name Eve, because she was the mother of all the living" (3:20). Adam names his wife. This is the second naming scene in the Bible. It has been shown above that the biblical formula for naming contains the verb to call (qārā') and the object name (šām). Both elements are present. In naming his wife Adam
asserts ownership and control over her. It is an act of power which seems to reflect the corruption of a relationship of mutuality and equality. Does the inspired writer intend to express the idea that Adam, who had established his dominion and authority over animals in the act of naming them, is doing the same with the naming of his wife, establishing a supremacy fit for animals but not for his God-given equal? It is difficult not to think along these lines. That the name Eve itself has a positive connotation, because it expresses the idea of life and that she is "the mother of all the living," does not do away with her being named which faults man with corrupting a relationship of rulership built on mutual esteem and self-giving love.

There is no approval of Adam naming his wife. It appears as an act that perverts the divinely established relationship between husband and wife, and significantly it is followed by expulsion from the garden of Eden (3:22-24).

Although this act of naming the first wife appears to indicate man's usurpation of power and his claiming of authority never intended by his divinely established ruling function after the entry of sin—and unfortunately repeated in many instances and a variety of ways among OT men—the wife of the Israelite was by no means on a level much lower than man or reduced to that of a slave. An Israelite could sell his slaves (Ex 21:2-11; Dt 15:12-18) which were normally of foreign extraction, or in unusual circumstances his daughter for a limited period of time (Ex 21:7), but he could never sell his wife, even if he had acquired her as a captive in war (Dt 21:14). Under the law of Moses a husband could divorce his wife, but contrary to the custom of many nations in the ancient Near East she was protected by the letter of repudiation, which restored her freedom. With regard to divorce we need to note Jesus' restriction of the Mosaic law to
infidelity only (Mt 5:31, 32; 19:9; cf. Mk 10:11f.; Lk 16:18; 1 Cor 7:10f.). Within the family circle the law commanded that equal honor be given to the mother and wife as to the father, certainly indicating equality between father and mother. The book of Proverbs insists on the respect due to one's mother, and the union of one man with one woman is clearly shown to be the norm, both by the absence of any allusion to the discords of polygamy and by the fully personal bond taken to exist between husband and wife. The two share the training of children and are assumed to speak with one voice (Prov 1:8f.; 6:20; etc.). The husband is urged not merely to be loyal but ardent toward his partner (Prov 5:19); a broken marriage vow is a sin against a companion ('allûm) and friend (Prov 2:17). This is a far cry from the not uncommon ancient idea of a wife as a chattel and childbearer but no companion. Far from being a cypher, the woman is the making or undoing of her husband. She is a God-given favor and boon (Prov 18:22; 19:14), indeed "her husband's crown" (Prov 12:4) or else "rottenness in his bones" (Prov 12:4). The capable wife is a model of benevolent constancy; she is a wise administrator, thrifty trader, skillful craftswoman, liberal philanthropist, and able guide whose influence and good reputation assure her a high standing in the community where what she has to say ranks as wisdom and reliable advice (Prov 31:10-30). These passages which give us a glimpse into the intimacy of family life show a very high view of woman and demonstrate that the position of the wife was not of a low nature. She was respected, listened to and loved by her husband, and treated by him as an invaluable equal. This is further illustrated by the mother of Samuel (1 Sa 1:4-8, 22, 23) and the woman of Shunem (2 Ki 4:8-24).

It may be in place to touch briefly on the suggestion that woman had a vastly inferior position in ancient Israel because she did not serve
as a priestess and did not offer up sacrifices in the sanctuary. It is pre-
carious to read into this the idea that she ranked far below man in reli-
gious affairs. We need to remind ourselves for the sake of perspective that
women figured prominently as prophetesses (Miriam, Huldah, etc.) and lead-
ers in the affairs of state (Deborah, Bathsheba, Athaliah, Jezebel). Women
participated fully in the religious activities revolving around the annual
festivals of Passover, Pentecost, and Tabernacles (Booths). They are in-
cluded in the phrase "all the congregation of Israel" (Ez 12:3). In pre-
scribing of keeping the feast of Tabernacles (Booths) the daughter, maid-
servant and widows are especially named (Dt 16:14). Young women came to
dance before Yahweh at Shilo (Jdg 21:19-21). A woman could go to the san-
ctuary on new moon or sabbath (2 Ki 4:23). Although the OT gives no reason
why women did not serve as priestesses, it may be suggested that the pagan
concepts associated with priestesses in the ancient world are the cause why
God refrained from calling upon women to serve in the sanctuary and its
sacrificial rites. God may have designed to preserve Israel from Canaanite
influences. Priestesses played an important role in the utterly immoral
cult of the Canaanites where the sacred marriage (hieros gamos) was reen-
acted with priests and priestesses (and others) participating. Canaanite
fertility religion became a deadly threat even without the establishing of
worship in Israel with both priests and priestesses (Hos; Isa). In His
divine providence God seems to have reduced possible inroads to a minimum.
It should also not be overlooked that the priestly order of service at the
sanctuary which prescribed certain periods of time for service at the cen-
tral sanctuary did not lend itself very well for women who were considered
ritually unclean for determined lengths of time during menstruation (and
after childbirth). This would have interfered with the fulfillment of
regular priestly service at the sanctuary with its daily sacrifices. Under these considerations it does not seem to be a strong argument that since women in Israelite times did not serve as priestesses, they cannot serve today with changed circumstances (no Canaanite influence and no ritual uncleanness) to their full capabilities in all lines of work in the church.

IV. RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

It remains now to summarize our conclusions and to study their implications for the church at the time of the end. Gen 1 stresses, it seems unequivocally, full equality between man and woman. It is emphasized in (1) "man" (הָנַח) being created as "male and female"; (2) their creation "in the image of God"; (3) their sharing in equal manner in the divine "blessing"; (4) their common power to "subdue" the earth; (5) their mutual assignment to "rule" over the animals; (6) their common vocation to be God's vice-regents on earth (Gen 1:26, 27). These ideas point out unanimously that man as male and female is created equal, lower than God but superior to everything else.

The more extensive story of the creation of man and woman in Gen 2 does not stand in tension or opposition to this picture, but corroborates the compressed statements of Gen 1, complementing them with additional details. That woman is created to be man's "helper" (ךָצֶר) expresses both a beneficial and harmonious relationship between man and woman. Only woman is a suitable partner alongside and corresponding to man; she is his equal companion (2:18, 20). As God is man's superior helper and animals are man's inferior helper, so woman is man's equal helper. Woman owes her creation as solely to God as does man who, although created first, is neither consulted in her creation nor participates in any way in her creation. Her creation from Adam's rib indicates the inseparable unity and fellowship of
life between male and female as well as her status as equal with man (2:21).

The jubilant outcry, "This at last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh," (2:23a) expresses man's recognition that finally there is a fitting companion equal to him. The fact of Adam's creation before Eve's does not at all imply any superiority on his part. The inspired writer, in reporting the creation of man at the beginning (2:7) and that of woman last (2:18-25), used the inclusio device of a ring composition where the first and the last are parallel and equal in position.

With the fall of man and the entry of sin into the world (Gen 3) the complete and total harmony between God and man, man and man/woman, and man and world is disrupted. The particular term chosen by the inspired writer to express the idea of the divine declaration that man shall "rule" (māšal) over his wife (3:16) indicates that she is not reduced to a slave or an animal to be "ruled" (rådah) over as animals (1:26, 28). The context of Gen 3:16 amply indicates that the sphere of woman's submission is restricted to the marriage relationship. To maintain a harmonious union in marriage during the era of sin God designed that while husband and wife remain equal, he should "rule" over her or be the head of a relationship of equals as the Father is the head of Christ in the relationship of the equality of a triune God (1 Cor 11:3). The husband's rulership is modelled on the self-giving love of Christ for the church (Eph 5:25, 28), which militates against any usurpation of powers and claims of authority over woman (Gen 3:20) which is against the divinely established order but which has been extended into virtually all spheres of life and activity. It is part of the extension and increase of sin but not a part of the divine order which itself is to function only in the marriage relationship as the context of Gen 3:16 appears to indicate clearly.
In addition to the important observation that the rulership of man over woman is valid only in the sphere of marriage, it has been observed, if our careful investigation has not misled us, that the husband's ruling function is not a part of God's perfect creation but a result of sin. The implications of these observations are of immense significance for the task of the proclamation of the gospel of God's remnant church. If the plan of salvation and the message of the gospel are concerned with the reproduction of the image of God in men under the guidance of the Spirit of Truth and on the basis that Christ in His life and death has achieved even more than recovery from the ruin wrought through sin, is it then not the responsibility of the church as God's instrument to bring about the reproduction of the image of God in man, to restore harmony between God and man, to establish equality and unity where there is now inequality and disunity? Would this not involve among many things a restoring of and establishing of equality between men and women in such spheres of life and activity where the divine declaration of man's rulership over his wife and the wife's submission to her husband (Gen 3:16; Eph 5:22ff; 1 Pet 3:1ff.) does not apply? Furthermore, does the urgency of the task and the shortness of time not require the full utilization of all of our manpower and womanpower resources, which includes the full participation of women, also in the lines of ministerial activity? If "in Christ" or in the church there is neither Jew nor Greek, neither slave nor free man, neither male nor female (Gal 3:28), does this oneness and equality not call for a united effort to finish the task where all, both "male and female" (3:28) participate in full equality of responsibilities and privileges in all lines of work in order to hasten the coming of our beloved Lord and Savior Jesus Christ?
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